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Abstract.Most deductive database systems are endowed with an instantiation module. The
instantiator generates a new program which is equivalent to the input program, but does not
contain any variables (i.e., it is ground). The instantiation process may be computationally
expensive in some cases, and the instantiator is crucial for the efficiency of the entire ASP
system. In this report we describe the instantiation procedure of DLV system, which is one
of its strong points. Using differential and other advanced database techniques together with
suitable data structures, the DLV instantiator efficiently generates a ground instantiation of
the input that has the same stable models as the full program instantiation, but is much
smaller in general. Moreover, in case of normal stratified programs, it already computes the
single stable model without producing any instantiation.
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1 Introduction
Deductive databases extend relational database systems by the inferential power of logic programming. Their study has been one of the major activities of database researchers in the second half
of the eighties. Besides important theoretical results, this study has led to the implementation of
a number of deductive database systems supporting logic programming and its extensions as the
query language [CCCR+ 90, CGK+ 90, LR95, PDR91, RSS92].
Recently, the idea of incorporating disjunction in the deductive database languages has stimulated a renewed interest in this area, since deductive databases allowing disjunction, called Disjunctive Deductive Databases (DDDBs), seem to be well-suited to perform nonmonotonic reasoning tasks, which are strongly needed in the field of Artificial Intelligence. Thus, during the last
years, much research has been done concerning semantics and complexity of Disjunctive Deductive Databases. Interesting studies on the expressive power of DDDBs [EGM97] have also shown
that some concrete real world problems cannot be represented by (v-free) deductive databases,
while they can be represented by DDDBs.
This technical report focuses on the Disjunctive Database System DLV. Like similar systems in
the area of non-monotonic reasoning, the kernel modules of DLV operate on a ground instantiation
of the input program, i.e., a program that does not contain any variable, but is (semantically) equivalent to the original input [ELM+ 97]. Indeed, any given program P first undergoes the so-called
instantiation process, that computes from P such instantiation. Since this instantiation phase may
be computationally very expensive, having a good instantiation procedure (also called instantiator)
is a key feature of DDDBs systems. The efficiency of an instantiation procedure can be measured
in terms of the size of its output (i.e., the number of rules in the instantiated program and the size
of these rules, respectively) and the time needed to generate this instantiation.
The size of the generated instantiation is important because it strongly influences the computation time spent by the other modules of the system. A slower instantiation procedure generating a
smaller grounding may be preferable to a faster one generating a large grounding.
The main reason of large groundings even for small input programs is that each atom of a rule
in P may be instantiated to many atoms in Herbrand Base of P, which leads to combinatorial
explosion. However, most of these atoms may not be derivable whatsoever, and hence such instantiations do not render applicable rules. A good instantiator should generate ground instances of
rules containing only atoms which can possibly be derived from P.
In this technical report we describe the instantiation procedure of DLV, which is considered
as a strong point of system. In order to evaluate efficiently stratified programs (components),
DLV uses an improved version of the generalized semi-naive technique [Ull89] implemented
for the evaluation of linear and non-linear recursive rules. If the input program is normal (i.e.,
∨-free) and stratified, the instantiator evaluates completely the program and no further module
is employed after the grounding; the program has a single stable model, namely the set of the
facts and the atoms derived by the instantiation procedure. If the input program is disjunctive or
unstratified, the instantiation procedure cannot evaluate completely the program. However, the
optimization techniques mentioned above are useful to generate efficiently the instantiation of the
non-monotonic part of the program.
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Moreover, we present an optimization technique, descending from query optimization techniques in relational algebra, which allows to further reduce the size of the produced instantiation.
The remainder of the report is structured as follows: in Section 2 we give some basic notions of Disjunctive Databases; in Section 3, we give an overview of the architecture of the DLV
instantiator; in Section 4 we describe The Dependency Graph Handler, a module of the DLV instantiator which identifies dependencies between predicates needed for the instantiation process;
in Section 5 we describe the core procedure of the instantiator; in Section 6 we present a rewriting
technique which often allows for a smaller and faster instantiation; finally, Section 7 is devoted to
experimental results, and Section 8 draws our conclusions.

2

Disjunctive Databases

In this section, we provide a formal definition of the syntax and semantics of disjunctive databases.

2.1 Syntax
A variable or constant is a term. An atom is a(t1 , ..., tn ), where a is a predicate of arity n and
t1 , ..., tn are terms; for nullary predicates (n = 0), we usually omit the parentheses. A literal is
either a positive literal p or a negative literal ¬p, where p is an atom. Given a literal l, we define
¬.l as ¬l if l is a positive literal or as p if l is a negative literal ¬l. Similarly, given a set of literals
L, ¬.L denotes {¬.l|l ∈ L}.
A (disjunctive) rule r is a syntactic of the following form:
a1 ∨ · · · ∨ an ← b1 , · · · , bk , ¬bk+1 , · · · , ¬bm .

n ≥ 1, m ≥ k ≥ 0

where a1 , · · · , an , b1 , · · · , bm are atoms. The disjunction a1 ∨ · · · ∨ an is the head of r, while the
conjunction b1 , ..., bk , ¬bk+1 , ..., ¬bm is the body of r. If the body is empty, we usually also omit
the “←” when writing a rule.
H(r) denotes the set {a1 , ..., an } of the head atoms, and B(r) the set {b1 , ..., bk , ¬bk+1 , ..., ¬bm }
of the body literals. B + (r) (resp., B − (r)) denotes the set of atoms occurring positively (resp.,
negatively) in B(r).
A disjunctive datalog program (or disjunctive database, DDB) P is a finite set of rules. A
¬-free (resp., ∨-free) program is called positive (resp., normal). A term, an atom, a literal, a rule,
or a program is ground if no variables appear in it. A ground program is also called a propositional
program.
A predicate occurring only in facts (rules of the form a ←) is referred to as EDB predicate, all
others as IDB predicates. The set of facts in which EDB predicates occur in, is called Extensional
Database (EDB), the set of all other rules is the Intensional Database (IDB).
Please note that we make frequent use of rules without a head ← l1 , . . . , ln ., called constraints,
which are a shorthand for f alse ← l1 , . . . , ln ., and it is also assumed that a rule bad ← f alse, ¬bad
is in the DDB, where f alse and bad are special symbols appearing nowhere else in the DDB. So,
intuitively, the body of a constraints must not be true in any stable model.
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2.2 Semantics
Let P be a program. The Herbrand universe UP of a DDB P is the set of constants that appear in
the program.1
The Herbrand base BP of a DDB P is the set of all possible ground atoms that can be constructed from the predicates appearing in the rules of P and the terms occurring in UP . Note that
for disjunctive databases, UP and BP are always finite.
Given a rule r occurring in a DDB, a ground instance of r is a rule obtained from r by replacing
every variable X in r by σ(X), where σ is a mapping from the variables occurring in r to the terms
in UP . We denote by ground(P) the set of all the ground instances of the rules occurring in P.
An interpretation for P is a set of ground atoms, that is, an interpretation is a subset I of BP .
A ground positive literal A is true (resp., false) w.r.t. I if A ∈ I (resp., A 6∈ I). A ground negative
literal ¬A is true w.r.t. I if A is false w.r.t. I; otherwise ¬A is false w.r.t. I.
Let r be a ground rule in ground(P). The head of r is true w.r.t. I if H(r) ∩ I 6= ∅. The body
of r is true w.r.t. I if all body literals of r are true w.r.t. I (i.e., B + (r) ⊆ I and B − (r) ∩ I = ∅)
and is false w.r.t. I otherwise. The rule r is satisfied (or true) w.r.t. I if its head is true w.r.t. I or its
body is false w.r.t. I.
A model for P is an interpretation M for P such that every rule r ∈ ground(P) is true w.r.t.
M . A model M for P is minimal if no model N for P exists such that N is a proper subset of M .
The set of all minimal models for P is denoted by MM(P).
The first proposal for assigning a semantics to a disjunctive logic program appears in [Min82],
which presents a model-theoretic semantics for positive programs. According to [Min82], the
semantics of a program P is described by the set MM(P) of the minimal models for P. Observe
that every program P admits at least one minimal model, that is, for every program P, MM(P) 6= ∅
holds.
Example 2.1 For the positive program P1 = {a ∨ b ←}, the interpretations {a} and {b} are its
minimal models (i.e., MM(P) = { {a}, {b, } }).
For the program P2 = {a ∨ b ←; b ← a; a ← b}, {a, b} is the only minimal model.
2
As far as general programs (i.e., programs where negation may appear in the bodies) are concerned, a number of semantics have been proposed [BD95, GL91, Min82, Prz90, Prz91, Prz95,
Ros90, Sak89] (see [AB94, Dix95, LMR92] for comprehensive surveys). A generally acknowledged semantics for disjunctive datalog programs is the extension of the stable model semantics
[GL88] to take into account disjunction [GL91, Prz91]. Given a program P and an interpretation
I, the Gelfond-Lifschitz (GL) transformation of P w.r.t. I, denoted P I , is the set of positive rules
defined as follows:
P I = { a1 ∨ · · · ∨ an ← b1 , · · · , bk |
a1 ∨ · · · ∨ an ← b1 , · · · , bk , ¬bk+1 , · · · , ¬bm
is in ground(P) and bi ∈
/ I, for all k < i ≤ m}
1

If no constants appear in the program, then one is added arbitrarily.
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Definition 2.1 [Prz91, GL91] Let I be an interpretation for a program P. I is a stable model for
P if I ∈ MM(P I ) (i.e., I is a minimal model of the positive program P I ). The set of all stable
models for P is denoted by ST M (P).
2
Clearly, if P is positive, then P I coincides with ground(P). It turns out that for a positive
program, minimal and stable models coincide.

3

Architecture of DLV’s Intelligent Grounding

The general structure of the Intelligent Grounding (IG) of DLV is depicted in Figure 1.
An input program P is first analyzed by the parser, which also builds the extensional database
from the facts in the program, and encodes the rules in the intensional database in a suitable way.
Then, a rewriting procedure (see Section 6), optimizes the rules in order to get an equivalent program P 0 that can be instantiated more efficiently and that can lead to a smaller ground program.
At this point, another module of the instantiator computes the dependency graph of P 0 , its connected components, and a topological ordering of these components. Finally, P 0 is instantiated one
component at a time, starting from the lowest components in the topological ordering, i.e., those
components that depend on no other component, according to the dependency graph.

Input (Program)

Parser

Rewriter
IDB
DG Builder

DG
Instantiator

residual
program

EDB

Figure 1: System Architecture
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4 Dependency Graph Handler
The Dependency Graph Handler (DGH) builds and handles graphs representing different relations
between the predicates of a given program P, plus it singles out and analyzes syntactic modules of
P according to these relations.
The instantiation procedure that we are going to present in the following needs information
about (positive) dependencies among the IDB predicates of the input program P. By detecting
mutually recursive predicates and by imposing a suitable order on the rules defining them, a ground
program Π “equivalent” to P and ground(P) can be generated which usually avoids a lot of
useless work (both during instantiation and, by often being sensibly smaller and simpler, also for
later phases).
Given a program P, the most important task performed by the DGH is splitting P into syntactic
modules, which can be evaluated separately [LT94, EGM97]. This can lead to an exponential gain
in efficiency, as even in cases where P itself is not in an efficiently evaluable class of programs,
many of these modules (or components) of P may be. They often fit into known tractable syntactic
classes, like stratified normal logic programs, which can be completely evaluated in polynomial
time.
We define relations ≺+ and ≺− between IDB predicates of P as follows: For any p, q ∈
IDB(P), p≺+ q (resp., p≺− q) holds if there exists a rule r ∈ P such that p ∈ H(r) and q ∈ B + (r)
(resp. q ∈ ¬.B − (r)). In other words, p≺+ q denotes a positive dependency of p on q, while p≺− q
denotes a negative dependency of p on q (where p depends on a negative body literal ¬q).
We associate with a program P two digraphs, GP and G+
P , both of which have the IDB predicates of P as their nodes.
The set of arcs E of GP is the union of two differently labeled sets of arcs E + and E − . For
each pair of nodes, q and p, the arc q → p is in E + (resp. E − ) iff p≺+ q (resp. p≺− q) holds. The
labels associated with arcs are useful to single out syntactic features of subprograms like limited
+
+
use of negation. The set of arcs E of G+
P is given by E only. Note that, consequently, GP is the
subgraph of GP obtained by removing the arcs of E − from GP .
The graph GP naturally induces a partitioning of P into modules (or subprograms) that allows
for a modular evaluation. Recall that, we say that a rule r ∈ P defines a predicate p if p ∈ H(r). A
module of P is the set of rules defining all the predicates contained in a particular maximal strongly
connected component (SCC) of GP . Intuitively, a module includes all rules defining one predicate
p together with the rules defining all other predicates that are mutually dependent with p.
We say that a rule r ∈ P is normal stratified iff (i) r is normal (i.e., disjunction-free), and (ii)
there is no cycle in GP containing both H(r) and any predicate appearing in B − (r). A program
P is normal stratified iff all its rules are normal stratified. Note that if P is stratified, then the
maximal strongly connected components of GP and G+
P coincide.
For any maximal strongly connected component C of G+
P , we denote by recursive rulesP (C)
the set of the rules r from P such that predicates from C occur both in H(r) and in B + (r), and by
exit rulesP (C) the remaining set of rules r in P that define a predicate from C. Moreover, we say
that a rule r from P is total if either (i) r is a fact, or (ii) r is normal stratified and every body literal
is defined only by total rules. A predicate is total if all the rules defining it are total, and intuitively
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Figure 2: Dependency Graphs (a) GP , and (b) G+
P
total predicates are those than can be fully evaluated in a deterministic way (by the instantiator).
The Dependency Graph Handler (DGH) computes the graphs GP and G+
P , and their maximal
strongly connected components.
Example 4.1 Consider the following program P, where a is an EDB predicate:
p(X, Y ) ← q(X), t(Y )
q(X) ← s(X), p(X, Y )

q(X) ∨ t(Y ) ← s(X), s(Y ), ¬p(X, Y )
s(X) ← a(X)

The graphs GP and G+
P are depicted in Figure 2. The SCCs of GP are {p, q, t} and {s}. They correspond to the modules {p(X, Y ) ← q(X)∧t(Y ), q(X)∨t(Y ) ← s(X)∧s(Y )∧¬p(X, Y ), q(X) ←
s(X) ∧ p(X, Y )} and {s(X) ← a(X)}.
The SCCs of G+
P are {p, q}, {t}, and {s}. They correspond to the modules {p(X, Y ) ←
q(X)∧t(Y ), q(X)∨t(Y ) ← s(X)∧s(Y )∧¬p(X, Y ), q(X) ← s(X)∧p(X, Y )}, {q(X)∨t(Y ) ←
s(X) ∧ s(Y ) ∧ ¬p(X, Y )}, and {s(X) ← a(X)}.
If we denote by C1 the first SCC of G+
P , then the rule p(X, Y ) ← q(X) ∧ t(Y ) belongs
to recursive rulesP (C1 ) and the rule q(X) ∨ t(Y ) ← s(X) ∧ s(Y ) ∧ ¬p(X, Y ) belongs to
exit rulesP (C1 ). Moreover, the rule s(X) ← a(X) is total.
2

5

Instantiation Procedure

In this section we present the instantiator module of the DLV system. The main tasks of this
module are
• to evaluate total program components (normal stratified components only depending on other
normal stratified components and facts), and
• to generate the instantiation of disjunctive or unstratified components.

8
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In order to efficiently evaluate stratified programs (components) we mainly use a technique
borrowed from classical deductive databases, an improved version of the generalized semi-naive
technique. If the input program is normal and stratified, the instantiator completely evaluates the
program; the program has a single stable model, namely the set of the facts in input plus the atoms
derived by the instantiation procedure.
If the input program is disjunctive or unstratified, the instantiation procedure cannot completely
evaluate the program. However, the optimization technique mentioned above is useful to efficiently
generate the instantiation of the non-monotonic part of the program.
In general, two aspects are crucial for the instantiation:
(a) the number of generated ground rules, and
(b) the time needed to generate the grounding.
The size of the grounding generated is important because it strongly influences the computation
time of the other modules of the system. A slower instantiation procedure generating a smaller
grounding may be preferable to a faster one generating a large grounding, though clearly the time
needed by the former can not be ignored and has to be weighed against its benefits.
The main reason ground(P) is often huge compared to P is that each atom of a rule in P
may be instantiated to many atoms in BP , which leads to combinatorial explosion. However,
in a reasonable semantics such as the Stable Model Semantics, most of these atoms may not be
derivable whatsoever, and hence such instantiations do not render applicable rules.
Example 5.1 Consider the following classical deductive database example: Given a parent relationship, find the genealogy tree of each person in the database. Let P be the program encoding
it, where parent( , ) is an input relation:
ancestor(X, Y ) ← parent(X, Y ).
ancestor(X, Y ) ← ancestor(X, U ), ancestor(U, Y ).
Now assume that we have just one fact parent(thomas, moritz) in input. Then ground(P)
here consists of 4 + 8 = 12 rules
ancestor(thomas, thomas)
ancestor(thomas, moritz)
ancestor(moritz, thomas)
ancestor(moritz, moritz)
ancestor(thomas, thomas)

←
←
←
←
←

parent(thomas, thomas).
parent(thomas, moritz).
parent(moritz, thomas).
parent(moritz, moritz).
ancestor(thomas, thomas),
ancestor(thomas, thomas).
ancestor(thomas, moritz) ← ancestor(thomas, moritz),
ancestor(moritz, moritz).
..
..
.
.
ancestor(moritz, moritz) ← ancestor(moritz, moritz),
ancestor(moritz, moritz).
Concerning issue (a) above, in order to generate the smallest ground program equivalent to the
given input program (according to the stable model semantics), we present an algorithm which
generates ground instances of rules containing only atoms which can possibly be derived from P.
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5.1 Program Instantiation
Let P be a non-ground program. Recall that we assume that P is safe, i.e., all variables of a rule
r appear in B + (r). Consequently, in order to instantiate a rule r, we merely have to instantiate
B + (r), which uniquely extends to r. We define the grounding of r w.r.t. a set of ground atoms
NF ⊆ BP , denoted by ground(r, NF), as the set of ground instances r0 of r s.t. B + (r0 ) ⊆ NF. The
set ground(r, NF) is computed by the function Evaluate(r, NF) which is described at the end of
this section.
The algorithm Instantiate is outlined in Figures 3 and 4. It computes a ground program Π ∪ T,
where Π is the set of ground rules and T is the set of ground atoms derived from P (i.e., nondisjunctive ground rules with an empty body), which has the same stable models as P.
Furthermore, Instantiate computes the set of atoms, denoted by NF, which could possibly be
derived through the rules of the program and includes only those ground rules which are possibly
useful to derive these atoms in Π.
In the following, EDBP and IDBP denote the database and intensional part of P, respectively.
Initially, it sets NF = EDBP , T = EDBP and Π = ∅. Then, it removes a SCC C from GP
0
which has no incoming arc (i.e., a source). Consequently, it removes a SCC C 0 from G+
P s.t. C
0
0
has no incoming arc and C ⊆ C, and generates all instances r of rules r defining predicates in C 0
which can possibly derive new atoms, given that the atoms in NF are possibly derivable. This is
done by calls to InstantiateRule.
These rules r0 are those rules in ground(r, NF) such that every negative total literal in B − (r0 )
is true w.r.t. T. First, we add H(r0 ) to NF because each atom in H(r0 ) can possibly be derived. We
then remove all positive literals (all negative total literals) in T from B + (r0 ) (from B − (r0 )). Finally,
if the head of r0 is disjunction-free and its body became empty after the simplification steps, the
head atom is inserted in T, otherwise the simplified version of r0 is added to Π.
In order to compute such an r0 , the function Evaluate proceeds by matching the atoms in B + (r)
one by one with atoms in NF (∆NF) and binding the free variables accordingly in each step, as in
the case of a relational join operation. If r ∈ exit rulesP (C 0 ), the set ∆NF is irrelevant. If r is a
linear recursive rule, the semi-naive optimization technique is used and the recursive body atom is
matched only with atoms in ∆NF; all non-recursive atoms are matched with atoms in NF. If r is a
non-linear recursive rule, an improved generalized semi-naive technique is used.

5.2 Rule Instantiation
As far as the instantiation itself is concerned, an efficient heuristics is to start with positive literals
whose predicate occurs infrequently in NF (∆NF) and whose variables we find in most different
body literals. Therefore, before starting the matching of the atoms in B + (r) one by one, we first
order the positive literals of the body by the increasing cardinality of their ground occurrences in
NF (∆NF) and by the decreasing number of their common variables. The positive literals whose
variables are unique, are placed at the end of the re-tabulated rule body even if the cardinalities of
their ground occurrences in NF (∆NF) are small. The reason is that in this case the join operation
with the rest of the body literals is equivalent to the cartesian product.

10
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We describe next how the function Evaluate proceeds when r is an exit rule or a linear recursive
rule. The case when r is a non-linear recursive rule is more complicated and we will describe it by
giving an example.
At the i-th step, all literals Lj , 1 ≤ j < i, have been matched and we try to match the i-th
body literal Li . Note that some variables of Li could already be bounded due to the previous steps.
There are two possibilities: (i) Li can be matched with some atom in NF (if Li 6∈ C 0 ) or in ∆NF
(if Li ∈ C 0 ). If Li is not the last body literal, we compute the matching of Li and try to match the
literal Li+1 . If Li is the last body literal, we add the new ground instance of r to ground(r, NF)
and try to match Li with another atom. (ii) Li can not be matched with any atom in NF (if Li 6∈ C 0 )
or in ∆NF (if Li ∈ C 0 ). If Li is the first body literal (i = 1), no further ground instance of r can be
derived and the function Evaluate exits and returns the set ground(r, NF). If i > 1, we backtrack
to the previous literal Li−1 and try to match it with another atom in NF (if Li−1 6∈ C 0 ) or in ∆NF
(if Li−1 ∈ C 0 ).
If r is a non-linear recursive rule, the function Evaluate proceeds in a similar way. We need
to mark one recursive body literal at a time. Each time the matching of the first body literal fails
(in the case of the exit rule or linear recursive rule, the function would exit and return the set
ground(r, NF)), we unmark the current marked recursive body literal, mark the next recursive
body literal and the same steps as in the case of exit rule or linear recursive rule are followed,
with some differences: (i) the marked recursive body literal can be matched only with atoms in
∆NF, (ii) the recursive body literals to the left of the marked recursive body literal can be matched
only with atoms in NF − ∆NF, and (iii) the recursive body literals to the right of the marked
recursive body literal can be matched only with atoms in NF. The classical generalized semi-naive
technique makes no difference between the recursive body literals laying to the left or right side
of the marked recursive body literal and it therefore generates duplicated ground instances. Our
improvement avoids generating the same ground rule more than once. The function Evaluate exits
only when the matching of the first body literal fails and there is no other recursive body literal to
be marked.
For efficiency reasons, first non-recursive rules are instantiated once and for all. Then, the
recursive rules are repeatedly instantiated until NF remains unchanged.
After all unmarked rules defining the predicates from C 0 have been instantiated, they are
marked in order to avoid grounding them again when predicates from their heads belong to other
SCCs. Consequently, the predicates from C 0 are removed from C.
After that, another SCC source from G+
P included in C is processed and removed from C until
C becomes empty. When C becomes empty, the SCCs of G+
P included in the next source from GP
are processed.
For instance, in the example, the unique source C1 = {s} of GP is taken first. Obviously, the
only source of G+
P included in C1 is {s} itself, and it is therefore processed. Once {s} has been
removed from GP , C2 = {p, q, t} becomes the (unique) source of GP and is therefore taken. The
+
0
only SCC source of G+
P contained in C2 is C1 = {t} which is processed and removed from GP .
Thus, C20 = {p, q} becomes a source and is processed at last, completing the instantiation process.
Each time we pick up a source C 0 from G+
P for processing, all possible derivable ground instances of C 0 are generated once and for all by using the ground instances of the sources processed
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Procedure Instantiate( P: SafeProgram;
GP : dependency graph;
var Π: GroundProgram;
var T: SetOfAtoms)
var
C, C 0 : SetOfPredicates;
NF, NF1, ∆NF: SetOfAtoms;
begin
NF := EDBP ; T := EDBP ; Π := ∅;
while GP 6= ∅ do
Remove a SCC C from GP without incoming edges;
while C 6= ∅ do
0
Remove a SCC C 0 from G+
P without incoming edges s.t. C ⊆ C;
NF1 := NF;
for each unmarked rule r ∈ exit rulesP (C 0 ) do
InstantiateRule(P, r, ∅, NF, T, Π);
∆NF := NF − NF1;
repeat
NF1 := NF;
for each unmarked rule r ∈ recursive rulesP (C 0 ) do
InstantiateRule(P, r, ∆NF, NF, T, Π);
∆NF := NF − NF1;
until ∆NF = ∅
Mark all unmarked rules from exit rulesP (C 0 ) ∪ recursive rulesP (C 0 );
C := C \ C 0 ;
end while
end while
end function;

Figure 3: Computation of the (simplified) instantiated program

previously. In this way we optimize (a), i.e., we generate only ground rules whose head contains
atoms which can possibly be derived from P.
Note that if P is a normal (disjunction-free) stratified program, the grounding is empty because
the body of all grounded rules is empty and their head atom is added to T.
Example 5.2 Reconsider P from Example 4.1, and assume EDBP = {a(2)}. Then, Instantiate
computes the following ground program Π of P :
p(1, 2) ∨ p(2, 3) ←
t(2) ←

q(1) ∨ q(3) ← p(1, 2), p(2, 3), ¬t(2)
t(3) ← q(3), p(2, 3)

Evaluation of node {p} yields the upper left rule of Π, and NF = {a(2), p(1, 2), p(2, 3)}. We then
evaluate the node {q} and get the upper right rule of Π, while NF becomes {a(2), p(1, 2), p(2, 3),

12
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Procedure InstantiateRule( P: SafeProgram;
r: Rule;
∆NF: SetOfAtoms;
var NF, T: SetOfAtoms;
var Π: GroundProgram )
var
H : SetOfAtoms;
B + , B − : SetOfLiterals;
begin
for each instance H ← B + , B − of r in Evaluate(r, ∆NF, NF) do
if (¬.B − ∩ T = ∅) ∧ (H ∩ T = ∅) then
NF := NF ∪ H;
Remove all positive literals in T from B + ;
Remove all negative total literals in T from B − ;
if (B + = ∅) ∧ (|H| = 1) then
T := T ∪ H
else
Π := Π ∪ {H ← B + , B − }
end if
end if
end procedure;

Figure 4: Instantiation of a single rule
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q(1), q(3)}. Finally, we consider the node {t}. The rule t(X) ← a(X) yields t(2) ← and the rule
t(X) ← q(X), p(Y, X) yields t(3) ← q(3), p(2, 3).
Note that ground(P) contains 1+3+27+9=40 rules, while Instantiate generates only 4 rules.
Theorem 5.1 Let P be a safe disjunctive datalog program, and Π ∪ T be the ground program
generated by Instantiate(P). Then
1. P and Π ∪ T have the same stable models;
2. if P is a normal stratified program then Π = ∅ and T is the single stable model of P.
Proof. The thesis trivially follows from the fact that NF contains all the ground atoms which can
be possibly derived from the original program, and that N F = T in case of normal and stratified
programs. We will show this by induction on the components of P.
Let C1 be a SCC component of GP without incoming edges, P1 be the corresponding module of
P, and NF1 , T1 be the sets N F ,T , respectively, computed by the algorithm after the evaluation of
P1 . For the evaluation of each single component, the algorithm evidently exploits a generalization
of the seminaı̈ve algorithm [Ull88]. In absence of sources of non-determinism (disjunction/nonstratified negation), such generalization behaves exactly as the standard one, computing a set of
atoms (T1 ) which coincides with the (unique) stable model of the module; no ground rule is produced. In presence of some source of non-determinism (disjunctive/non-stratified rules), the algorithm behaves as before while processing the “deterministic” rules, while it simply generates the
ground instances of the disjunctive/non-stratified ones, dropping those which are trivially satisfied
(i.e., bodies with no chance to be true). It is worth noting that both the atoms added to T1 and
those defined by the generated ground rules are added to N F1 . Thus, this set will clearly contain
all atoms which can be possibly derived from the original program.
When a generic component Ci of GP is going to be evaluate, it does not have any incoming
edges, either because it does not depend on any other component, or because all the components
it depends on have been already processed (and thus removed from GP ). Let N Fi−1 and Ti−1
be the sets computed by the algorithm after the evaluation of component Ci−1 , and let us assume
that N Fi−1 contains all atoms which can be possibly derived from previous modules, and that Ti−1
contains the atoms defined by previous modules that can be recognized as true in all possible stable
models. We next show that N Fi (i.e., the set N F computed by the algorithm after the evaluation
of component Ci ) contains all atoms which can be possibly derived from previous modules plus
Pi . Indeed, if it was not the case, then there should be a ground atom which does not appear in
N Fi and may be derived by some rule of Pi . But N Fi has been computed, starting from atoms
in N Fi−1 , by means of an algorithm which, similarly as stated above, evidently computes all the
ground atoms which may possibly be true. This means that such “non-computed” atom should
have been missed (at some step) while evaluating N F i − 1, but this cannot be the case because of
the inductive hypothesis.
It is easy to see that, if all the components C1 . . . Ci are normal and stratified, N Fi−1 = Ti−1 ,
and also after the evaluation of Ci , N Fi = Ti .

14
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6 Rewriter
As we have seen, both the size of the ground instantiation generated and the time taken for the
instantiation are important factors for the quality of a instantiator for disjunctive databases.
In the following, we propose a further optimization technique that descends from query optimization techniques in the field of relational databases where the input is rewritten to avoid the
generation of redundant ground rules, which often results in a smaller and faster instantiation at
the same time.
To give an intuition, consider the rule r1 :
p(X) ← r(X, Y, Z), q(Z, V, S), V < S.
Deductive database systems, based on a bottom-up computational model, evaluate the relational
algebra expression corresponding to the body of the rule and add the result of the evaluation to
a relation corresponding to the head predicate [Ull89], and as we have seen also DLV proceeds
exactly this way if r and q are either base predicates or predicates defined by a normal stratified
(sub)program. Otherwise, a similar process is used to generate the ground instances of the rule.
The relational algebra expression corresponding to the above rule is
PROJ$1 SEL$4<$5 [R JOIN Q],
where R and Q are the relations corresponding to predicates r and q, respectively, and JOIN
denotes natural join (on common variables). This relational algebra expression can be evaluated
more efficiently by “pushing down” projections and selections. Indeed, most relational database
systems will evaluate the following relational algebra expression which is equivalent to the original
one.
PROJ$1 [ [PROJ$1,$3 R] JOIN [PROJ$1 SEL$2<$3 Q] ].
In the following, we propose a program rewriting technique, which simulates this “push down”
of projections and selections of relational algebra. It is worthwhile noting that the usefulness of
these techniques for the evaluation of traditional, non-disjunctive stratified deductive databases is
well known and has already been implemented in several deductive database systems [Ull89]. The
novelty of our approach is the use a “push down” technique in the process of program instantiation
for nonmonotonic disjunctive databases, in order reduce the size of the instantiated program.
For instance, suppose that r and q in the example above are defined by disjunctive rules. If
the Intelligent Grounding of DLV has to generate the ground instances of r1 , using the technique
shown above, it first rewrites r1 as follows
p(X) ← r0 (X, Z), q 0 (Z).
r0 (X, Z) ← r(X, Y, Z).
q 0 (Z) ← q(Z, V, S), V < S.
and then instantiates the rewritten program, which has exactly the same stable models as the
original one modulo the primed predicates r0 and q 0 (which DLV marks as internal and omits from
its output).
The main advantages we obtain are
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• the speed-up of the evaluation of normal stratified programs (which are completely solved
by DLV’s Intelligent Grounding such that the ground instantiation is not materialized at all
in this case);
• the speed-up of the instantiation process for general (disjunctive or unstratified) programs,
and, most importantly,
• the drastic reduction of the size of the ground instantiation (for general programs), which
dramatically improves overall system performance, as pointed out in Section 7.
As we outlined before, it is important to have a ground instantiation (grounding), which is as
small as possible and generated in as little time as possible. In the following we present the details
of our proposed optimization.
All rules of the non-ground program that meet certain syntactic conditions are transformed and
additional rules are added to the non-ground program. The stable models of the original (nonground) program are exactly the stable models of the transformed program, after the instances of
the auxiliary predicates defined by the added rules have been eliminated.

Basic Case
Consider a non-ground rule r, which contains an atom p(X1 , . . . , Xn ) in its body, and a variable
Xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, which does not appear anywhere in r except in p. As we have seen in Section 5, the
instantiation of r proceeds by matching the atoms in the positive body of r one by one with their
instances and binding the free variables accordingly in each step, as in a nested loop join algorithm
for databases. If the matching of the current predicate fails, we backtrack to the previous predicate
trying to match it with another instance.
Clearly, Xi does not influence the matching of the atoms different from p nor the instances
obtained for the atoms in the head of r. We can thus eliminate Xi by projecting p on all variables
Xk , k 6= i, obtaining an auxiliary predicate p0 , substitute p by p0 in the body of r, and add a new
(non-ground) rule
p0 (X1 , . . . , Xi−1 , Xi+1 , . . . , Xn ) ← p(X1 , . . . , Xn ).
In this way the generation of ground instances of r which differ only on the binding of Xi is
avoided.

General Case: Groups of Atoms
For simplicity, we described the case where only one variable is eliminated from p, but the optimization can be easily generalized (and is implemented in DLV that way) to the case where several
variables in p do not appear anywhere else in r.
A further generalization of this optimization technique is to project groups of atoms instead of
single atoms. Consider for instance the rule r2 ,
a(X) ∨ b(Y ) ← c(X, Z, W ), d(Z, Y ), e(Y, W ).

16
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where the variable Z appears in both c and d but not in e, a or b. Here we add the rule
f (X, Y, W ) ← c(X, Z, W ), d(Z, Y ).
and substitute r2 by a new rule r20 ,
a(X) ∨ b(Y ) ← f (X, Y, W ), e(Y, W ).
Again, the ground instances for r20 are generated faster and will be smaller than the one of r2
as well, because the generation of useless ground instances is avoided by eliminating Z from the
rule body.

Exploiting Built-In Predicates
The optimization can be further improved by exploiting built-in literals. Built-in literals usually
impose a relation (e.g., equality) between their arguments and thus narrow the set of ground instances to be matched with the other body literals. Consider for instance the rule r3 ,
p(X, Y, Z) ← ..., q(X, Y, Z), ..., X < Y, ....
The set of ground instances of q can be narrowed, possibly sensibly, before starting to instantiate
r3 by adding a new rule r30 ,
q 0 (X, Y, Z) ← q(X, Y, Z), X < Y.
and replacing r3 by
p(X, Y, Z) ← ..., q 0 (X, Y, Z), ....
This way, during the grounding of r30 , we avoid useless relational join operations after matching
q and before finding out that the arguments of the matched instance do not satisfy the inequality
relation imposed by the built-in literal X < Y .
Similar to the base case, a generalization of this technique considers groups of atoms and can
select more than one built-in literal to narrow the ground instances to be matched with body literals.
Consider for instance the rule r4 ,
a(X) ∨ b(Y ) ← c(X, Z), d(V, W ), e(Y, V, W ), Z < W.
where we can add the rule
f (X, V, W ) ← c(X, Z), d(V, W ), Z < W.
and substitute r4 by the new rule r40 ,
a(X) ∨ b(Y ) ← f (X, V, W ), e(Y, V, W ).
This way we avoid the situation where, after having matched c and d, we anyway match e, even
if the variables Z and W bound by c and d do not match with the built-in literal Z < W and no
ground instance can be obtained at all.
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Let P be a (non-ground) program and P 0 the program obtained from P by applying the rewriting optimization technique described in this section. Given a stable model M 0 for P 0 , P(M 0 ) is
the set of literals obtained from M 0 by eliminating all the auxiliary literals, i.e., P(M 0 ) is the set of
literals without all atoms which were derived from the rules introduced by the optimization technique. P 0 can be used in place of P in order to evaluate stable models of P. The result supporting
the above statement is the following:
Theorem 6.1 For each stable model M 0 for P 0 , P(M 0 ) is a stable model for P. Moreover, for
each stable model M for P there exists a stable model M 0 for P 0 such that P(M 0 ) = M .

7

Experimental Results

In order to check the efficiency of the rewriting technique, we have implemented it in the grounding
engine of DLV, and we have run it on a collection of benchmark programs taken from different
domains.
We provide below a very short description of the problems which are encoded in the benchmark
programs.

7.1 Benchmark Programs
CONSTRAINT-3COL 3col, constraint-satisfaction-like encoding, on a graph with 30 nodes and

40 edges.
CRISTAL A deductive databases application developed at CERN in Switzerland involving com-

plex knowledge manipulations on databases, .
DECOMP Decide whether a conjunctive query has hypertree width at most K [GLS99].
HANOI ”Towers of Hanoi”with 3 stacks, 4 disks, and 15 steps.
TIMETABLING A timetable problem for the first year of the faculty of Science of the University

of Calabria.
BLOCKSWORLD A typical planning problem where some blocks, placed on a table, have to be

moved from an initial position to a desired final position.

7.2 Experimental results and discussion
We implemented in DLV the technique described in Section 6 and we tested it by using the above
benchmark problems. All experiments were performed on a machine equipped with Pentium Intel
4, 1400 MHz, 256MB of main memory. The binaries were produced with GCC 2.95.2.
The results of our tests are shown in Table 1.
There, the first column describes the benchmark program; columns 2-3 (resp.3-4) refer to DLV
without (resp. with) the rewriting technique and report the size (number of rules) of the output
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DLV
Problem
CONSTRAINT-3COL
CRISTAL
DECOMP
HANOI
TIMETABLING
BLOCKSWORLD 1
BLOCKSWORLD 2

size
16394496
0
922
68720
557814
447004
517192

DLV + Rewriter
time
size
time
325.63 512330 23.80
10.21
0
9.93
24.17
922
22.72
2.08
12110
0.51
248.95 194247 195.50
15.83
16906
1.26
19.43
17179
1.20

Table 1: Instantiation times of DLV without resp. with the rewriter technique (times in seconds)

instantiation and the time (in seconds) taken to generate it. For normal stratified programs DLV
does not produce any instantiation but outputs the single stable model; thus the size reported in this
case is 0.
It is evident that the proposed optimization considerably improves the performance of the instantiator. In particular, it provides a tremendous performance boost in many cases (up to 94%).
Notably, it also allows to significantly reduce the size of the ground program which is crucial for
the performances of the other modules of the DDDBs. Indeed, we are currently carrying out some
other experiments in order to evaluate the impact of the reduced size of the ground program on
the modules which are in charge to compute the stable models; preliminary results confirm the
intuition that the smaller the size of the instantiation, the faster the stable model computation.

8 Conclusions
We described the instantiation procedure of the DLV system and we proposed an optimization
technique descending from query optimization techniques, integrated it into the system and carried
out an experimental analysis. The proposed technique applies to both rules and constraints (as the
latter are just rules with an empty head).
The results confirm that the main advantages of the proposed optimization technique are
(a) the speed-up of the evaluation of normal stratified programs,
(b) the speed-up of the instantiation process for general (disjunctive or unstratified) programs, and
(c) the drastic reduction of the size of the ground instantiation (in general).
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